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Product Serialisation

Serialisation is legislated to improve patient safety &
reduce fraud
Improving Patient Safety
• Right Patient
• Right Product
• Right Time
• Right Dose
• Right Route
Reducing Fraud
• Pay for real product once
• Reducing counterfeit
product

Serialisation
• Unique identification of each
pack
Authentication
• Confirms that pack data agree
with data base
• Enables market system to
record the pack as dispensed

Governments are beginning to legislate for product coding and
serialisation.
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A full serialisation model helps prevent counterfeit
product entering the supply chain, reduces fraud
Full Serialisation, Track & Trace Model

Including product code, lot and expiry in the machine readable coding
can also help reduce prescribing errors.
April 2014
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There are several different serialisation models
Serialisation Capabilities
(Simplified)
Business Area

Customer
Management

Returns

Warehouse

Manufacturing

Serialisation
Capability

Example
Legislative Requirements
China

Brazil

Europe
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and Issues
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Pick & Aggregate
Serialised Items





Serialise Shipping
Containers





Receive Serialised
Product
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Containers





Serialise Secondary
Product Packs





Manage
Government Labels

Direct Pack Marking

Serialised Labels






Clearly, a full track & trace model presents the Pharma supply chain
with the greatest challenge.
April 2014
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Serialisation will have a significant and broad ranging
impact on Pharma companies
Typical impact of serialisation on Pharma company

Pharma companies need to have a plan to effectively manage this
impact whilst maintaining product supply.
April 2014
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The IT implications of serialisation are significant for a
typical Pharma company
Example IT Architecture

The market for solutions is relatively immature, but developing quickly.
April 2014
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We have learned many lessons from implementing
serialisation, here are a few…
Some key lessons
• Recognise the significant
supply risk and manage it
accordingly, establishing
senior cross functional
governance early

• Be realistic about the
emerging nature of these
capabilities and build in
adequate time and resource to
test and iterate solutions

• Mobilise your regulatory, legal
and technical teams to
establish effective access to,
and interpretation of, the
emerging legislative and
technical standards

• Design serialisation activities
to closely couple related
actions to minimise the
possibility for errors due to
abnormal events

• Actively interpret the evolving
requirements and standards
for the organisation using
tools such as the “Target
Response”
• Establish a programme of
activity to build
organisational and extended
supply chain capability

April 2014

• Design for both the normal
processes and the regularly
occurring non-standard
events to avoid product supply
quickly grinding to a halt

• Ensure that adequate time is
allowed for packaging
design changes to be made
to accommodate serialisation
features between
departmental, organisational
and systems boundaries
• Recognise that supply
chain redesign may be
required, particularly in the
short term
• Be cautious about
suppliers who have little
practical experience in this
area

• Ensure cross-functional
teams are established to
carefully design the interfaces
between departmental and
organisational boundaries
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Companies need to put a number of things in place to
manage these emerging requirements
Suggested initial steps
•

Understand the issue as it relates to your business

•

Understand the likely impact across your organisation

•

Identify, educate and mobilise an effective cross functional governance team

•

Establish an effective legislative monitoring capability

•

Define “Target Responses”, where requirements are evolving

•

Define a plan of action

•

Identify any initiatives that are currently under way and define how they
should proceed

•

Understand the high level budgetary implications
–
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This is expensive and may drive supply chain re-design on occasions
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Be4ward

Be4ward is a niche management consultancy with award winning
success in developing packaging capabilities and related processes
• Be4ward provides specialist consulting services to the global pharmaceutical industry
• Our team combines operational management experience, subject matter expertise and
excellent consulting skills to help our clients deliver successful change
• Whilst we have in depth knowledge of the supply base in our areas of focus, we provide
independent advice to our clients
• Our current areas of focus include:

•

–

Product coding, serialisation and anti-counterfeiting

–

Packaging and artwork management

–

Product complexity management, late customisation and postponement

–

Secondary packaging supply chain design and product launch capability

–

Post merger legal entity and brand integration

Contact details:
–

PO Box 4151, Maidenhead, SL60 1DP

–

London, UK: 0800 098 8795,

–

Montreal, Canada: 888 308 8657

Our team have won many awards for their work, including the establishment
of a world class global artwork capability for a Top 3 Pharma Co.
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